KERALITE® GLASS-CERAMIC

Black Printed Frame
A masterpiece needs a frame.
Flat glass-ceramic part with “Ultimate Black” decoration
on the frame which is printed on the inner side to keep the
natural glance of the Keralite® glass-ceramic.
An opaque and dark black printing with technical and
aesthetic advantages.
· The black areas are enough opaque to hide both cast
iron/steel frame and the seal in order to guarantee a
good finishing of the assembly.
· Moreover, the intensity of the black color is so dark that
you can use it to modernize the stove by reducing the
presence of cast iron/steel parts and replacing them by a
nice shiny black frame.

Characteristics
· Max 1500 x 800 mm
· Thickness 4 or 5 mm
· Black frame or
strips, with or without
gradient dot pattern

· 620°C (1148°F)

KERALITE® GLASS-CERAMIC

Black Printed Frame
A masterpiece needs a frame.

Pattern
· The decoration can have the appearance of a frame,
strips, with or without gradient dot pattern.
· We suggest using our standard gradient dot patterns
(EK62xx references). Other patterns are available upon
request.

up to 1500 mm

· More possibilities of decoration are available thanks to our
double-sided printing solution.

up to 800 mm

Resistance
· The black frame is most often located in a “cold” area
where the temperature doesn’t exceed 300°C (572°F).
In order to provide all the safety possible, the black
decoration has been developed to be high-temperature
resistant and withstands 620°C (1148°F).
· Since the glass-ceramic can be handled several times
during the assembly, the black frame has the property to
resist to abrasion.
· Most of the chemical products dedicated to glass-ceramic
cleaning are compatible with the printing. We recommend
removing all the chemical residues before the following fire
in order to preserve the decoration.
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